). There is one asymmetric first peak at 280 nm, in which the HRP-conjugated monomer is responsible for the shoulder, corresponding to a peak in the 403-nm reading (cf. peak 1 in Fig. 1A) , and in which free IgG (cf. peak 2 in Fig. 1A) is found just behind the conjugate. The second peak represents free monomer HRP (cf. peak 4 in Fig.  1A) . The dimer HRP (cf.
the small peak 3 in Fig. 1A) is not observed separately. The Ultrogel pattern resulting from the GA procedure ( Fig. 2A) now shows a first peak (V, void volume) apparently containing the polymer HRP and possibly (conjugated) polymerized IgG. The dimer HRP (peak 3) is observed between the free IgG (peak 2) and the free monomer HRP (peak 4). The
HRP-conjugated monomer
IgG results in a distinct peak (peak 1), as was the case in the first set of experiments ( Fig. 1A) . By Sephadex chromatography ( Fig.   2B ), the polymers also elute in the void volume, but again their separation and that of the other moieties is less distinct than with Ultrogel. The P1 procedure and Ultrogel chromatography ( Fig. 2C ) produce no essential difference in elution pattern from the first set of experiments (Fig.  1C ). There is no separate peak representing monomer conjugate. The dimer HRP is observed between free IgG and free monomer HRP, these both being present in somewhat larger amounts than in the first set of experiments (Fig.  1C ). In the Sephadex pattern (Fig.   2D ), the various components can still be discerned, but their classification is difficult and only possible at all if the pattern is compared to the results of Ultrogel chromatography of the same reaction mixture (Fig. 2C) . Fig. 2B ), but smaller quantities are easily missed (cf. Fig. lB 
DISCUSSION

